Report on
Inter College aQUEST Quiz competition held at
Agnel Institute of Technology & Design, Assagao, Goa on 14/10/2016

The students’ Chapter of Indian Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ISHRAE) of Agnel Institution of Technology and Design, Assagao hosted aQUEST
2016 zonal level quiz completion on 14 October 2016, sponsored by HITACHI.
The competition was a first of its kind to be held in Goa under the ISHRAE students’ chapter.
aQuest is a technical quiz competition held by ISHRAE every year as a part of its student chapter
activity. It’s a 3 stage event with the final stage to be concluded at ACRAX 2017. The quiz
broadly encompasses the field of thermal engineering and as such test the technical abilities of
students in the fields of thermodynamic and refrigeration and air conditioning. Dr. Roshani

Easow, National Student Chair Mr. Deepak Azare, Ishrae Goa Chapter President Prakash Naik
and Student Chair Mr. Milind Sardessai were present to witness the inaugural competition.
Students from Don Bosco college of Engineering-Fatorda, Padre Concessao College of
Engineering-Verna and Agnel Institute of Technology and Design Aasagao had participated in
quiz competition. A total of 12 teams; with 2 participants per team, had registered for the
competition.

The event was inauguration with the lightning Traditional Lamp by the dignitries followed by the
National Anthem. The host then gave a briefing on the rules and regulations of the competition.
The competition kicked off with a written elimination test to shortlist top 6 teams for the second
round. The second round was a quick elimination round, where the teams were asked just two
questions to select the top 3 finalist. Each team from AITD, PCCE and DBCE made it to the
final round. The final round was a test of wits and wisdom. Participants had to amp up their

reflexes to hit the buzzers and answer the audio visual clips. The team from PCCE emerged as
the winners, with the teams of DBCE and AITD in2nd and 3rd positions respectively.

The event concluded with the distribution of prizes and certificates to the finalist. Mr. Milind
Sardessai proposed the Vote of Thanks and wished success to the winning team in the upcoming
rounds.

